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GINA Warner
President & CEO,
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I

FREE eNEWSLETTER

I still remember the breathless anticipation and cautious

naaweb.org/free-enewsletter

whispers as I slowly and carefully poured the lemon juice
into the baking soda. What was she doing? What was going
to happen? The anticipation quickly turned from wonder to
excitement and then to laughter as the two compounds erupted
into a huge mess that spilled over the container and onto the
f loor. The process of creating carbon dioxide is not one for the
faint of heart.

TOP CONTENT
@ NAAWEB.ORG

This was the very first lesson I did as a first-year educator

FINDING FUNDING FOR PROGRAMS

with a group of students. I remember it like it was yesterday. We

Carolyn Hudman, author
and NAA Affiliate Leader for
Kentucky, wants to show you
it’s easier than you think.

did the experiment at least 10 more times to allow every child
a chance to measure, pour, or mix. In the 25 years since that
afternoon, I have yet to find a student who doesn’t love to be
fully and truly engaged in what he or she is learning.
That’s one of the many reasons I love afterschool—it is a
great place for hands-on, minds-on learning! And I know you’ll
find this issue packed with ideas to engage every child in your
program. Whether they are makers, readers, writers, or artists,

The
AfTerschool
Guide

FOr CrEATiNg OuTSTANDiNg

iNDOOr
Games

AFTERSCHOOL GUIDE
TO INDOOR GAMES
Keep the interest of your
students and energize their
creativity.

we have lots of inspiration to make every moment an active
10 TIPS: BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
WITH YOUTH

learning experience!

You can foster youth
cooperation and motivation
and increase positive
outcomes, with these 10 tips.

SOCIAL COMMUNITY
/NationalAfterSchoolAssociation
@NatlAfterSchool
/NAAtoday/user
/natlafterschool
/NAAWeb
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NEWS A N D RESOURCES

VISIT:
WWW

Read more about the people, products, and programs
featured in this issue of AfterSchool Today!

Math Doesn’t Suck | My Pen |

Public Profit

The Mythos Challenge

Our Kids: The American Dream in Crisis

http://www.publicprofit.net/

http://portlandartmuseum.org/mythoschallenge/

California Department of Education

Natural Teachers Network

After School Division

http://www.naturalteachers.org

| The Worst Class Trip Ever
http://smile.amazon.com/
Growing Together, Learning Together:
What Cities Have Discovered About
Building Afterschool Systems
www.wallacefoundation.org/growingtogether
Providence After School Alliance
http://mypasa.org/
Sprockets
http://sprocketssaintpaul.org/
Generation Next

http://www.cde.ca.gov/re/di/or/asd.asp
After School Matters
http://afterschoolmatters.org
Maker Media | Maker Faire
http://makermedia.com/ | http://makerfaire.com/
Exploratorium
http://www.exploratorium.edu/
Raspberry Pi

Children & Nature Network
http://www.childrenandnature.org/
National League of Cities
http://www.nlc.org/
Richard Louv
http://www.richardlouv.com
Weikart Center for Youth Program
Quality

http://www.gennextmsp.org/

https://www.raspberrypi.org/

55,000 Degrees

VoiceThread

http://www.55000degrees.org/

http://voicethread.com

Nashville After Zone Alliance

Scratch

http://www.nashvillez.org/

https://scratch.mit.edu/

Fort Worth SPARC

Google CS First

http://wallacefoundation.org

http://fortworthsparc.org/

http://www.cs-first.com/

Download the full Growing Together, Learning Together and

WRiTE BRAiN BOOKS

Pixel Arts Game Education

summer learning, and expanded learning, free of charge at

https://writebrainbooks.com/

http://www.gameeducationpdx.com/

wallacefoundation.org.

http://cypq.org/
Maryland-National Capital Park and
Planning Commission
http://www.mncppc.org
The Wallace Foundation

many other reports, toolkits, and videos about afterschool,

MORE: HELPFUL RESOURCES
AmazonSmile
AmazonSmile is a simple, automatic way to support your favorite charitable organization. Shop via AmazonSmile and you’ll find the same low prices, vast selection, and convenient shopping
experience as on Amazon.com, with a bonus: Amazon will donate a portion of the purchase price to your favorite charitable organization. On your first visit to AmazonSmile, select National
AfterSchool Association as the recipient of donations from your eligible purchases. Your selection will be retained, and every eligible AmazonSmile purchase you make will result in a donation.

http://smile.amazon.com/ | https://smile.amazon.com/about
Maker Space

Interested in starting a Maker Space or focusing more on a Maker Mindset? Check out these resources, suggested by Shawn C. Petty, Training and Development Manager at Edvance Research:

MAKERED is a nonprofit organization that supports and empowers educators and communities—particularly in underserved areas—to facilitate meaningful making and learning
experiences with youth. http://makered.org/resources/

EDUTOPIA MAKER PAGE is a collection of benchmark practices from various programs around the country. http://www.edutopia.org/topic/maker-education
THE TINKERING STUDIO, a special section of the Exploratorium, focuses on learning by doing, with complimentary projects and activities. http://tinkering.exploratorium.edu/
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BOOK REVIEW

MY PEN By Christopher Myers

OUR KIDS: THE AMERICAN DREAM IN CRISIS By Robert Putnam

“There are a million pens in the world and each one has
a million worlds inside it.”

“If it takes a village to raise a child, the prognosis for American
children is not good.”

Award-winning Christopher Myers offers amazing

This sobering line fairly synopsizes an examination of national

pictures and a message of creative inspiration, for ages six

trends over five decades in areas including family structure,

to infinity! Myers tells us we all have pictures inside of

parenting styles, schools, and community supports. Through parent

us. “Your pen” can draw what you see, know, and, most

and child interviews, and extensive quantitative data, research

important, imagine.

pinpoints the widening upper-middle-class/lower-income youth

My Pen is wonderful for first-grade children and

opportunity gap. Particularly in the “What Is To Be Done?” chapter,

beyond, as a start to a self-directed artistic project. Many

Putnam stresses afterschool, extracurricular, and community-based

will delight in thumbing through pictures, reading the

activity access as equalizing factors. Our Kids emboldens leaders

inspiring message, and knowing we all have a story inside

in their commitment to support afterschool programs as key to

just waiting for our pen to draw!

attaining the American Dream—equality of opportunity.

Contributed by Kimberly Shirk, Co-Coordinator – PASS
Program, Stafford Springs, Connecticut.

Contributed by Gina Warner, President and CEO, National
Afterschool Association.

WHAT

AFTERSCHOOLIS

READING

MATH DOESN’T SUCK By Danica McKellar
What could help middle school-level students calm

THE WORST CLASS TRIP EVER By Dave Barry
Dave Barry wrote a well-weaved tale in The Worst Class Trip

math fears, remove math mysteries, and be motivated to

Ever, the misadventure of Wyatt Palmer and his friends while on an

confidently tackle homework?

eighth-grade field trip to Washington, D.C. There is lots of intrigue

New York Times bestseller Math Doesn’t Suck is perfect for

and humor in this story. Wyatt and his friend Matt Diaz see two

homework support. Creative, step-by-step examples make math

men acting suspiciously on the plane. They see them reading a map.

come alive. It reads like a manual; chapters targeting specific

They think it is a plot against the president and the hijinks ensue.

concepts relevant to elementary and middle school students. Clever

The story starts off slow, but picks up with twist and turns. It made

chapter titles, takeaway tips, math horoscopes, and testimonials

me remember the last school trip I chaperoned, when we went to

make math seem a little “cooler” and bring out its glamorous side in

the Zoo in Washington, D.C.; I could feel Mr. Barto’s pain. This

a shiny, fun, intelligent manner—delighting students and helping

should be a great read for younger middle school students. Some of

them gain a clearer look at the language of math.

the story was unbelievable, but it is pure fun.

Contributed by Anne Leonardi, Quality Achievement
Award Winner and Field Coach, Champions.

Contributed by Patricia Belle-Scruggs, M.Ed., Director,
Regulatory Compliance, Boys & Girls Club of Delaware.

WHEN YOU PURCHASE VIA AMAZONSMILE, YOU’RE ABLE TO HELP SUPPORT THE NATIONAL AFTERSCHOOL ASSOCIATION. HTTP://SMILE.AMAZON.COM/
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VOICE IN THE FIELD

M E R E D I T H S C OT T LY N N

BY AMY L CHARLES

PRESIDENT
& CEO

M

Meredith Scott Lynn has been acting,

of pencil-in-your-hand writing in much

activities” to children—especially the

producing, writing, and directing for

of the country, and excessive use of small

underserved, who have “the least access

more than 25 years. She’s always been

screens all made Lynn think it would

to the greatest things.” Once you meet

a storyteller, entering contests and

be good if young people could discover

the kids and staff in afterschool, Lynn

winning awards as a child. “Every time

their own voice without being judged

says, “you’re hooked.”

I won, I’d go up another level. My sense

or graded—if they could ignite their

that my voice matters came by way of

imagination and improve their literacy

authoring process, Lynn has learned that

telling stories.” She also kept a journal.

skills in a “disguised learning” process

youth labeled as the most challenged—of

“There’s much to be said for a child

that builds academic and personal

whom little is expected during the school

discovering who they are by way of

confidence.

day—prove often to be the most creative

journaling.”
And she’s always been interested in
elevating self-esteem in youth.

In the WRiTE BRAiN BOOKS

Through the WRiTE BRAiN BOOKS

and most successful in communicating

authoring experience, Lynn notes,

stories. “The most challenged kids write

“Children discover their voices and

the most descriptive and meaningful

When Lynn was asked to read a

are published in something beautiful:

books—and they want to read them out

children’s book to her 10-month-old

a hardcover book they can share with

loud. They are often the most talented

niece, none were around. So she invented

everyone. Self-expression met with a

storytellers after school.”

a story by interpreting the tiny paintings

positive response elevates self-esteem

in a wordless children’s book she saw on

in young people. They feel they can do

important one. In Lynn’s wildest dreams,

the windowsill. This prompted an idea:

anything, from the beginning all the way

“Afterschool leaders will find stronger

Youth of all ages could fearlessly create

through to the end.”

ways to communicate to politicians and

the written story of a whole book if given

The story of afterschool is an

The project-based writing process

corporations its incredible value—its

a visual story to inspire it. “Most kids

offers many moments of completion,

story—and find broader, more public

would choose a digital experience over a

throughout the experience. “Students

ways to educate all businesses and

writing one, any day. Young people are

need to see their tasks completed, so their

communities on what it is, and whom it

being brought up in a world where they

feeling of accomplishment can get them

serves. Afterschool programs should be

are constantly connecting digitally, and

to the next one.”

well-funded and well-respected. The kids

much less so connecting personally with
other human beings.”
The need for storytelling, elimination

Afterschool became Lynn’s focus. She

get that message across to anyone who

wanted to help close the gap, introducing

picks up their WRiTE BRAiN BOOKS

“amazing programs and awesome

for a very special reading experience.”

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2015
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STRENGTHENING YOUR PROGRAM

ACTIVE

BY BRODRICK CLARKE, Education and Policy Coordinator, M-NCPPC

W

When I first heard the term “active learning,” I thought it was simply youth learning while active. This was true to some extent,

yet only tells part of the story. As I dove more deeply, I learned I’d only scratched the surface; I learned Active Learning had more to
do with what staff were doing than what youth were doing. Active Learning is a mindset, a methodology, an approach rather than a
byproduct of youth participation in out-of-school time activities.
What is “Active Learning”? The Weikart Center for Youth Program Quality teaches us that Active Learning happens when youth

actively process, rather than passively receive information (CYPQ, 2011). Practitioners can promote Active Learning by ensuring
program content is challenging, meaningful, and focused on skills building. Additionally, providing strong adult support is a critical
element in the process as youth learn.

GREAT CONTENT + ADULT SUPPORT = ACTIVE LEARNING
Is it really that simple? If I provide

but to simplify—just ask. As interests

of opportunities engage the whole child.

great content and adult support, youth

emerge let the collective creative juices

They use their hands, bodies, mouths

will have a great experience? This raises

flow, allowing activities to take on various

and minds—in essence, activities should

more questions. What is the definition

forms. Youth can build models to scale,

be hands-on and minds-on. Students

of great content? How do adults provide

conduct role play simulations, experiment

experience additional motivation if their

strong supports? The good news: These

with new tools and technologies, and

efforts lead up to a tangible product

questions have already been answered.

attempt to solve the world’s biggest

or performance where youth have the

problems. With stimulating activities,

opportunity to shine and demonstrate

aligned with youths’ interests. There

youth interact with materials, ideas,

competency and mastery, which is one of

are many ways to assess youth interests,

and skills (CYPQ, 2011). These kinds

the seven youth needs.

To be stimulating, activities must be

8
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COGNITIVE STRUGGLE?
The old adage “No pain, no gain”

every activity. If it is too hard, participants

promotes learning (CYPQ, 2011). We

applies here. Of course, we don’t

might experience frustration. Too easy,

know some of the biggest game changing

intentionally try to cause participants

and they might experience boredom or

inventions were born from the most

pain, but we can skillfully engineer

disinterest. The key is to find the right

colossal failures. If we protect youth from

opportunities for both success and failure.

balance. The challenge level should be

experiencing failure, we rob them of the

Youth workers are encouraged to embed

at the top of the youths’ capabilities,

very experiences that lead to growth and

an appropriate amount of challenge in

producing the cognitive struggle that

development beyond measure.

ASK QUESTIONS
Asking the right questions is one tried

questions that lead to other questions and

Following up every closed-ended question

and true method for increasing activity

allow youth to think critically about what,

with one that is open-ended is a technique

challenge and complexity. Questions

how, and why they are doing what they

to ensure the right balance of questions.

allow youth to process their experiences

are doing. Closed-ended questions should

When adults ask questions, youth

and make learning connections. Youth

be used sparingly, but strategically to

use their own words to describe their

workers are encouraged to ask open-ended

check for knowledge and understanding.

experiences and ideas (CYPQ, 2011).

PARTICIPATE ALONGSIDE YOUTH
Working side-by-side with youth

When working on projects alongside

their minds while teaching new skills,

allows you to carefully monitor their

youth, articulate experiencing imperfect

strategies, and techniques. By providing

participation in the activities, which will

results and encourage youth to provide

stimulating activities with the right

give you additional insight into their

support in completing the task. Imagine

amount of challenge, supporting youth

needs, wants, and desires. It will also

the feeling it gives a student to know he

by setting them up for success, and

build strong relationships and provide

or she has taught the teacher.

asking the right questions, adults can

multiple opportunities to celebrate
success and persist through struggle.

Active Learning positions adults
as support to youth, as they engage

guide youth in meaningful learning
(CYPQ, 2011).

Brodrick Clarke is the Education and Policy Coordinator with Maryland-National Capital Park and Planning Commission and
a Field Consultant with the Weikart Center for Youth Program Quality. He has over 20 years of experience serving children,
youth, and families in out-of-school time settings. Clarke personally trained countless youth development practitioners in the art of
teaching and reaching youth.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2015
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

MAKING THE MOST

OF YOUR PLC

PLAN AND PARTICIPATE FOR PROGRAMMATIC PAYOFF
SUBMITTED BY JOCELYN ATKINS, MA, MPA, and FEMI VANCE, PH.D.; Public Profit

E

Expanded learning1 programs often use one- or two-hour workshops to train staff, but these are typically too brief to

prepare practitioners to employ new skills. Professional Learning Communities (PLCs) offer an alternate training model that
is practice-focused and has a record of improving participants’ youth work quality. By making deliberate choices around PLC
structure, participation, and knowledge sharing, expanded learning programs can reap rewards with substantial impact for
staff and youth.
Professional Learning Communities are collaborative groups of professionals who ref lect on and improve their youth work

practice. Expanded learning programs increasingly use PLCs, and their experience can offer the field guidance on making
the most of this training model. Data collected from a review of the PLC literature, a synthesis of 12 evaluations of expanded
learning-based PLCs, and interviews with expanded learning PLC facilitators and participants point to a PLC model specific
to the field, surface practical tips for structuring a PLC, and highlight the importance of sharing PLC learning. Though
PLCs may be offered for site coordinators or agency-level staff, our research synthesis shows that the most common expanded
learning PLCs are for line staff participants; this model is the focus here.

10
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STRUCTURE PLCS AROUND

or Intentional Networking. Resource

looking to develop a dynamic team and

ORGANIZATIONAL GOALS

Mapping, for instance, helps participants

boost expanded learning program quality.

develop an idea web to identify the

Being deliberate in planning a PLC and

PLC, a group of 15 to 20 people meets

resources they have and those they need

in supporting its participants can help

for about five-to-eight sessions led

to implement a new technique or resolve

programs reap the programmatic benefits

by a facilitator; participants network

an existing issue; group interactions

from their investment.

with peers, share knowledge, practice

then help participants broker resources

facilitation techniques, and receive

to work toward implementation. By

content instruction, generally with

combining content-focused training

curricular support. PLCs are long-

with practice-focused supports within an

term and iterative, which means group

iterative model, PLCs offer participants

relationships will be of particular

structured ways to build their skill sets

importance; selecting a facilitator and

and increase program quality.

In a typical expanded learning

1 By “expanded learning,” we mean “before and after school, summer,
[and] intersession learning programs, that focus on developing the …
needs and interests of students through hands-on, engaging learning experiences.” (California Department of Education After School Division, p.4).

participants aligned with the PLC’s
underlying goals is therefore essential.

DEVELOP KNOWLEDGE-SHARING

For example: If a PLC is convened to

STRATEGIES

improve science enrichment quality, the

PLC planning must take into account

best facilitator may be a content area

how the staff’s learning will be brought

expert, and the participants best suited

back to and kept within the program; this

to attend may be line staff who already

is particularly relevant in the expanded

possess some classroom management

learning field, where staff turnover is

and facilitation experience; staff with

common. The “why” of taking it back is

prior experience are better able to

straightforward: a staff’s PLC learning

focus on incorporating new content

can enhance the quality of other activities

into their expanded learning tool kit.

she leads as her facilitation skills improve,

Furthermore, expanded learning PLCs

as well enhancing agency practices as the

generally include a coaching component,

staff shares her learning.

wherein the facilitator provides one-on-

The “how” of bringing it back can

one observation and targeted support

require more planning. Facilitators can

to participants at their own program

structure ways for participants to connect

site; this is also an important element

outside of sessions, such as through

in planning who will attend, who will

message or resource sharing boards.

facilitate, and where programmatically

Additionally, site coordinators and agency

a PLC could do the most good.

staff can signal support by building time
for share-outs into team meetings, agency

USE PRACTICE-FOCUSED

convenings, or other events, and by

ACTIVITIES TO ENGAGE STAFF

offering the participating staff adequate

During PLC sessions, staff experience

lesson planning time, so she can prepare

participatory, practice-based exercises.

to incorporate her new content knowledge

Along with content-focused training,

into program activities.

a PLC session may include peer

Expanded learning line staff are

observation and support for skills

members of a multiskill profession in

like facilitation, engaging youth, and

which practitioners learn by doing. The

family outreach. Participants may

PLC model mirrors the profession in its

also do activities such as Resource

iterative, practice-focused nature, and

Mapping, Collective Problem Solving,

as such is a good choice for programs

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2015
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ISSUE

AFTER
SCHOOL

matters

BECAUSE AFTERSCHOOL MATTERS.

M

Mary Ellen Caron, Ph.D., joined After

BY AMY L CHARLES

Daley and former Chicago Cultural

offered 22,000 afterschool and summer

School Matters in 2012, as chief executive

Affairs Commissioner Lois Weisberg to

opportunities. More than 15,000 individual

officer—a position combining her

provide a place for high school students

teens participated, often in multiple

passion for serving Chicago’s youth with

to go during summer, work on art and

programs helping them further develop

administrative expertise that has included

performance projects, and get paid for

skills while deepening relationships with

roles with Chicago’s Department of Family

doing so. It expanded into locations

peers and instructors.

and Support Services, Department of

throughout Chicago, and began offering

Children and Youth Services (now part of

paid apprenticeship and internship

built a model for delivering out-of-school

DFSS), and Board of Education. Dr. Caron

programs afterschool and during

time programs at scale,” Caron said. “It all

is responsible for ensuring access to high-

summer. It focused on under-resourced

goes back to the passion and commitment

quality out-of-school time opportunities

neighborhoods, where a program might

of our founders. Today, we receive nearly

that prepare Chicago teens for their futures.

be a teen’s only alternative to doing

three applications for every available

nothing—or finding trouble.

program opportunity.”

After School Matters grew from the
idea of former Chicago first lady Maggie

12
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This past year, the organization

“Over more than two decades, we have

Project-based, hands-on activities

connect school learning to the real world,

exceed these expectations and accomplish

available job opportunities by placing them

opening young minds to the many

things we would not have dreamed.”

with top corporations. The companies

post-secondary opportunities available,

Teens also learn they are important

identify talented youth who’ll soon make

including college and careers. Programs

through a monetary stipend received

up the region’s workforce. It’s a win-win

meet teens geographically, mentally, and

for successful participation, varying

situation.

emotionally, and provide experiences

by program session, time spent in the

in areas that excite them and stir their

program, and program level. Providing a

provide 7,000 afterschool opportunities to

passions.

stipend lowers the participation barriers

teens, and for the first time has a mobile-

This fall, After School Matters will

“Quality afterschool programs show

friendly online application with more

young people that they should dream

refined and targeted search options—

big—that they can accomplish anything,”

enhancements making it even simpler for

“WE SET THE

Caron said.
After School Matters offers programs in
and technology—from urban gardening
spoken word poetry, to jazz performance
and aviation, sports and recreation
leadership, and much more. While a teen
could learn about science and nutrition
from a book, an urban gardening program
could uncover a passion for healthy living
that becomes a way of life.
Along with learning about a particular
content area, teens gain critical 21st-

“Our programs are designed to

BAR HIGH
FOR TEENS,

the arts, communications, science, sports,
and robotics, to community outreach and

youth to get involved.
excite and inspire teens,” Caron said.
“We provide them in any area that can
accomplish that along with providing

... TEENS WILL OFTEN

an experience geared toward college

EXCEED THESE
EXPECTATIONS

and careers.” In summer 2015, close to
500 unique programs provided 9,000
individual opportunities.
As a whole, the After School Matters

AND ACCOMPLISH THINGS
WE WOULD NOT HAVE
DREAMED.”

program offerings portfolio stands on
these pillars: build opportunities for
teens through partnerships, engage
teens in skill development for work

century skills such as teamwork, problem-

and higher education, showcase teen

solving, and leadership, helping them

accomplishments, advocate for teens and

succeed in school and in all facets of

for teens who otherwise might need to

their world. The hard skills and life skills

find a part-time job, or who struggle with

The After School Matters model is

programs deliver help teens become

transportation costs. It also makes a small,

highly effective. It delivers opportunities

thoughtful, compassionate, ultimately

but important economic impact on teens,

at scale, reaching farther and deeper than

successful adults.

families, and communities.

many other organizations of this kind that

“We set the bar high for teens,”

youth development.

After School Matters always considers

serve teens.

said Caron. “Our programs have high

new ways to provide programming with

expectations for their participation,

great impact for its teens. It now has

in high school,” said Caron. “We help

including attendance but also regarding the

corporate partnership programs with

them extend that path to success in the

work they do, the products they create, and

ComEd and People’s Gas, and through

next stage of their lives, whatever that

the pieces they showcase. Teens will often

them offers teens an even closer look at

path may be.”

“We help teens find a path to success

AFTER SCHOOL MATTERS SUCCESSES

88%

ITS FRESHMEN ON-TRACK RATE—A SIGNIFICANT
PREDICTOR OF A TEEN’S LIKELIHOOD OF ON-TIME
GRADUATION, BASED ON FRESHMAN YEAR PERFORMANCE.
Five percentage points higher than teens who do not participate.

93%

SENIORS RECENTLY
GRADUATED FROM
HIGH SCHOOL.

92%

TEENS WHO REPORT
HAVING PLANS FOR
THEIR LIVES AFTER
HIGH SCHOOL.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2015
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PROGRAM PROFILE

PIXEL ARTS GAME EDUCATION / THE MYTHOS CHALLENGE

POSITIVE YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT
EDITED BY AMY L CHARLES

P

PIXEL ARTS GAME EDUCATION founders Will Lewis and

ambitious goals, and overcome challenges in a supportive

Jeffrey Sens are community organizers, educators, and lovers of

environment.

games. Lewis is the leader of the Portland Indie Game Squad;
Sens is heavily involved in games for social good. With Pixel

THE MYTHOS CHALLENGE The Mythos Challenge is a

Arts Game Education (PAGE), they combine this hands-on

program encouraging K-12 youth to make games, apps, and

experience and professional knowledge in game-making with a

digital stories. The theme changes each year, and student work

commitment to community empowerment and positive youth

is displayed at the Portland Art Museum. The challenge is a

development.

youth-adult partnership governed by a Youth Council currently

PAGE began in 2013, when Lewis and Sens started hosting

comprising 11 local students; they produce all aspects of the

events that support games for social good, such as OMSI Maker

initiative and drive the goals of the challenge. The council

Faire and Portland Retro Gaming Expo. The events led to

connects participants with industry professionals and awards

parents asking how their children could make games, and if

financial prizes that encourage youth leadership.

afterschool programs were available.
Successful community programs must have healthy

The Mythos Challenge is a statewide collaboration among eight
partners and nine endorsers to offer curriculum and workshops

relationships with youth and provide holistic support of youth

for youth to become digital makers. Groups include Portland Art

learning needs. Because building relationships takes time,

Museum, Multnomah County Library, ChickTech, and Girls, Inc.

effort, and commitment, Lewis and Sens exclusively work

It is also part of Hive Cascadia, a learning community fostering

with partners who support wellness and set a priority on being

creative cross-institutional partnerships for youth participatory

dependable, collaborative, and direct. By ensuring shared

learning and leadership. The Youth Council has ambitious

intentions for equity, they can intentionally organize their

plans to extend leadership and expand outreach, and is enrolling

communities to grow sustainable programs.

partners for 2016 at mythoschallenge@gmail.com.

Among the greatest problems youth face is unsafe learning

Safety is the foundation of positive youth development. To

environments. Often, the most vulnerable youth have the worst

create effective programs that help youth, adults, teachers, and

experiences with formal learning practices, due to factors such

mentors must transform how they respond to vastly different

as increased chances of bullying and violence. PAGE helps

learning needs and situations. These new strategies are especially

communities create positive learning environments, in and out

important when addressing large inequalities, when it’s easy to feel

of school. PAGE strives to create engaging, hands-on learning

overwhelmed or under-supported. Facilitating relationships that

sessions with libraries, museums, nonprofits, and schools.

support flexible mindsets, resilience, and collaborative learning

Most of all, it strengthens connections between youth and

makes more of an impact than technical expertise or knowledge.

adults to build healthy, collaborative learning communities.

When youth and adults communicate openly, learning becomes

These communities enable youth to take risks, set and achieve

engaging and transformative for everyone.

14
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The Dangers of Minecraft and Screentime.

Are they REAL?
Join leading after school experts and tech educators, Pam
Simon and Sydney Ashland, as they explore the benefits
of technology and learning.
•

Special discount!
$10 per book
if you act now and
mention this ad.

•
•
•
•

Find out how Minecraft and gaming can ignite
children’s imagination atnd curiosity
Learn Minecraft “lingo,” and increase your basic
Minecraft knowledge
Explore fresh, new ideas about how to use
Minecraft and gaming at home, in school and
after school
Learn about S.T.E.M. related group activities
Applications for future career paths
www.Fidgets2Widgets.com

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2015
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SPECIAL REPORT

A F T E R S C H O O L ' S

NEXT GENERATION 2015

I

In selecting the 2015 Afterschool’s Next Generation, the National AfterSchool Association sought to highlight

emerging professionals who are active in the afterschool community—young leaders who possess passion, creativity,
and a commitment to youth; who embrace professional development; who embody the NAA core competencies.
NAA state affiliate leaders worked with their local programs to identify individuals for this recognition and honor.
We’re pleased to present this year’s list of next generation performers. We hope you share in the excitement about

these leaders and how their contributions are shaping the next generation of the afterschool field.

?

And we hope you’ll appreciate their answers to the question,

“WHAT IMPACT DO YOU HOPE TO MAKE THROUGH YOUR WORK IN AFTERSCHOOL?”

JAMILAH BARNES

Program Director
Boys & Girls Club of Stanislaus County
Modesto, California

Recreation Supervisor
Village of Glendale Heights
Glendale Heights, Illinois

I hope my work in afterschool provides a safe and

My goal is to contribute to the community of

enriching environment for the youth and families

afterschool leaders who see the value of not offering

that we serve. I want to provide services that not

just care, but unique participant experiences, too.

only empower our youth to grow, but empower

We need to organize programs that focus on high

more parents/guardians to have an active role in

quality activities that allow children to play, create,

their child’s growth and success.

stay active, and build good character.

WILLIAM MA

Site Director
Community Teamwork Pawtucket Site
Lowell, Massachusetts

16

DALE HANSTAD

SPENCER HADLOCK
STEM Site Coordinator
YMCA of Northern Utah
Centerville, Utah

The impact that I hope to make through working in

I hope to be a role model in the lives of the youth

afterschool is to inspire children to try their hardest

that I work with, so that they can look at me and

and never give up and better themselves each

see the importance of family in their own lives. I

day. I also want to show children that having a

want them to share my optimism for a bright and

positive attitude everyday will get you far in life.

promising future.

FALL 2015 | www.naaweb.org

EMERGING PROFESSIONALS IN THE AFTERSCHOOL FIELD.

CLAIRE DIXON

Front Range 4-H STEM Specialist
Colorado State University Extension
Golden, Colorado

FRANCES ASHWORTH

Program Director
Marlborough Harrisville Project Edventure
Marlborough, New Hampshire

I passionately believe in the power of education to

Through our work in afterschool we give students

bring about a better world. It is my hope that through

opportunities to discover, create, invent, play and

my work in afterschool, youth of all backgrounds

learn in a variety of ways that impact their love for

have opportunities to obtain an education,

learning and a sense of belonging. This impact can

achieve their goals, and ultimately strengthen their

be found in the smiles of students and their families, as

communities through a foundation in service learning.

they see their child grow and develop in our program.

ALEX CHERUP, J.D.
Transition Specialist
Nevada PEP
Las Vegas, Nevada

Strong afterschool projects provide opportunities for

DANIEL LEVITT
Program Manager
TASC
New York, New York

By the time they reach sixth grade, kids growing

youth to better understand the value of community.

up in poverty are likely to suffer a 6,000-hour

Many of my efforts have focused on supporting youth

learning gap compared with their middle-class

with disabilities. My hope is that creative afterschool

peers. I want to help close that gap by giving

programs enhance the ability of youth both with and

kids access to enriched learning experiences that

without disabilities to live in a fully inclusive community.

support academic and social-emotional growth.

DARIO GRAY

21st Century CLC Site Coordinator
Lt. Col. Matt Urban Human Services Center of WNY
Buffalo, New York

I want to help close the achievement gap and prepare

JON F. COFIELD

Program Specialist
Cypress-Fairbanks ISD Community Programs
Houston, Texas

I hope to make a positive impact on students that I work

low-income students for college graduation while being

with, because they are the future and they need to know

a support system for my students and their families,

that someone cares about them. I don’t think of myself as

providing high-quality programming with meaningful,

just an administrator that supervises afterschool events,

engaging, intentional, and enriching activities.

but an extra guardian or mentor for them.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2015
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SPECIAL REPORT

FTERSCHOOL'S NEXT GENERATION 2015

?

“WHAT IMPACT DO YOU HOPE TO MAKE THROUGH YOUR WORK IN AFTERSCHOOL?”

KATIE BOWERS

KATIE RUNKLE

Organizer, Expanded Learning Network,
Cornell Cooperative Extension of Broome
County, Binghamton, New York

I want to create a world where every young person

School Age Summer Camp Coordinator
Hildebrandt Learning Center
State College, Pennsylvania

I hope to make an impact through my work during

has access to high-quality programs that give them

out-of-school time by showing the students that

safe places to explore their strengths, identities, and

come through our program that education can be

imagination. I am working to build a community of

nonconventional and all around you. Everyone has

young, empowered world-changers, and that begins

the ability to use their community and environment

by helping youth connect with their community.

to benefit their learning.

WILL LEWIS AND JEFFREY SENS
Executive Co-Directors
Pixel Arts Game Education, Mythos Project
Portland, Oregon

We hope youth become digital storytelling leaders for community change and social good. Besides cognitive
skills of STEAM, we want every youth to develop their capacities of creative imagination: to be more mindful
and resilient, to set learning goals and overcome fears of failure, and to collaborate and communicate better.

HALEY HIMRICH

Adult Leader/Site Coordinator, Double
A Aces Program, Weston County School
District #1, Newcastle, Wyoming

18

JEREMY SPAULDING
Site Coordinator
BEACON Afterschool Program
Moab, Utah

I hope to inspire our students to engage in learning

I hope the work I do every day creates an inviting,

opportunities, by challenging themselves to try new

fun, safe environment for students to grow as

things. I want the students to come back each day

intrinsically motivated learners. I want to build

with an eagerness to learn something new and

confident learners, in school and out. I hope to

to know that success comes from taking risks and

foster pride for our kids in who they are, where

using their imaginations.

they come from, and where they’re headed.

FALL 2015 | www.naaweb.org

ANGEL DERRICK TOSCANO
Teach Healthier After School Manager
IT’S TIME TEXAS
Austin, Texas

As an IT’S TIME TEXAS employee, my mission

DARLENE SCHEID

Youth Development Program Director
Community Development For All People
Columbus, Ohio

I intend to change how the world views afterschool

is to give afterschool students the opportunity to

and summer programs. We make differences

engage in active activities and make learning

every day and transform communities across the

about nutrition impactful. Through my presidency

country, one afterschool program at a time. As

with CTAN and work with the ELO Council, I hope

long as there are caring, committed afterschool

to establish high-quality standards across Texas,

professionals equipping and empowering students

and build a system that legitimizes the afterschool

to become change-agents, there’s nothing that

profession in Central Texas.

can’t be accomplished!

ANGEL GOMEZ

Midvale Teen Program Director
Boys & Girls Clubs of South Valley
South Jordan, Utah

TAMARA SEVIER
Program Coordinator
Austin Youth River Watch
Austin, Texas

My impact in the afterschool world will be one

With Austin Youth River Watch, I hope to

that impacts not only the youth that we serve,

provide a nurturing, adventure-filled atmosphere

but also the families and the communities that

for teenagers to develop and gain confidence

are the building blocks of our youth. I envision a

while learning to be active stewards of our

community of unity where everyone has the same

planet. With holistic youth development activities

vision to allow our youth to succeed, by instilling

that focus on environmental stewardship and

pride and care for wherever they come from, and

academic success, I aspire to support students

making it apparent for everyone to see.

through graduation and beyond.

TAMARA OSIVWEMU
Deputy Director of Program Training &
Implementation, Citizen Schools
Brentwood, California

CHARLENE CAREY

Head Teacher
Enrichment Workshop for Children
Bensalem, Pennsylvania

Afterschool provides youth with the opportunities

During my work in the afterschool field, I wish

needed to be successful in school and life. I hope

to create an enjoyable and memorable impact

that my work training and supporting afterschool

for my students and their families, as well as

professionals increases the access students have

staff. This impact will give them many various

to quality programs and caring adults, as well as

educational learning experiences and meaningful

equips staff with the tools to achieve success for the

relationships with peers and staff that they can

most-deserving students, schools, and communities.

hold onto throughout their lives.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2015
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PROMISING PRACTICES

M A K I N G:

A DIFFERENT
APPROACH!

BY SHAWN C. PETTY, Training and Development Manager at Edvance Research

R

Remember those classes in school

Building on that concept, many

An example of a program that did

called Auto Mechanics, Woodshop,

educators are championing the maker

just this may be found in Spring

and Home Economics? During my high

movement as a way to transform

Branch, Texas. Using a curriculum

school years, these “vocational” classes

the classroom into a real hands-on

developed by the Exploratorium,

were popular with kids who enjoyed

creative problem-solving lab that

instructor Jason Hammond was able

building, creating, or simply doing

builds character, ingenuity, and an

to inspire students during summer

things with their hands. Unfortunately,

overall sense of accomplishment. Out-

to explore various projects such as

in many areas of the country these

of-school time professionals have an

circuitry and basic motor robotics,

classes were phased out as schools placed

amazing opportunity to embrace the

and also encouraged them to write

more emphasis on core subject areas.

maker movement, as our programs

about their projects in a journal that

Today, these classes are making a big

celebrate the natural inclination of

they created from scratch. Student

reboot splash through a movement called

youth to learn by doing. Making can

comments shared during ref lection

Making.

be the ultimate hands-on learning

time include such statements as:

What is the Maker Movement—and

experience.
“I know that I can do things on my

why should busy out-of-school time

Many programs are using making

professionals care? Dale Dougherty,

and maker spaces as a way to enrich

own now. It might be hard at first, but I

CEO of Maker Media and founder of

Science, Technology, Engineering,

definitely can do it.”

Maker Faire, has shared that the Maker

and Math (STEM) education. This is

Movement is more of a mindset. It is

wonderful, as it fits really well. However,

“I feel really proud of myself when I

a way of thinking for the builders, the

I challenge you to look beyond the simple

finish the activity. I want to show my

creators, the producers, the people who

STEM applications and really consider

make things with their hands, as well

how making can inspire youth to learn

as the people who make things with

about collaboration, general team work,

machines. He goes on to share that

creative problem solving through the

makers take an idea and develop it into

iteration process, complexity, and, most

something tangible that can be shared

important, increased self-esteem through

with others.1

accomplishment.
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brothers and sisters how to do it.”
“If I try, I can do anything.”
“I want to be an engineer when I grow
up. I like solving problems.”

The summer making program was so
successful that Spring Branch plans to keep
the program during the fall and spring.
Using a different approach, Greenville,
Texas, afterschool programs are focusing
on a maker mindset through a Virtual
STEM Mentorship with Raspberry Pi
program. A Raspberry Pi is a low-cost,
credit card-sized computer that plugs
into a computer monitor or TV, and
uses a standard keyboard and mouse. In
Greenville, students build a computer
system from the ground up, and then
are virtually mentored by computer
scientists through an online program
called VoiceThread to code that same
computer. The programming language is
Scratch and the open source curriculum is
provided by Google CS First. The cost of
the program is about $35 per Raspberry
Pi, but the benefits are priceless.
As you can see from these examples,
the Maker Movement is more than a box
of tools and a 3-D printer (although those
are fun, too). It is a different approach to
generating engaged learning. Best of all it
is fun, because it incorporates free agency
and a level of playful creativity into our
programs. The maker mindset empowers
youth to solve problems that instructors
haven’t even considered, while embracing
the tools and actual skills that are needed
for that solution.
The tools to truly impact youth are
readily available, and we have a choice to
embrace them or get run over by them.
The great thing is that in our industry,
we may have a little more freedom to
demonstrate how new approaches can be
used for good. Let us embrace a making
– different approach and see how far
we can go to create positive changes in
youth. Good luck making!
1 Mclaren, C. (2012, June 20). Making Makers: An Interview with Dale
Doughert y – Guggenheim Blogs. Retrieved August 12, 2015, from http://
blogs.guggenheim.org/lablog/making-makers-an-interview-with-daledoughert y/.
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SUSTAINABILITY

PASA AfterZone students
collaborating with DownCity
Design, a program for middle
school youth interested
in architecture and building.
Photo: Ed Germain

IN IT FOR THE

LONG HAUL

I

HOW CITIES ARE
SUSTAINING THEIR
AFTERSCHOOL SYSTEMS

BY DANIEL BROWNE

In 2003, The Wallace Foundation began helping cities coordinate efforts and resources

to bring young people afterschool opportunities that otherwise might be out of reach.
At the time, a few cities were pioneering this approach, but it was still a novelty. The
afterschool system-building field has grown and learned much since then. At least 77 of
the 275 largest U.S. cities have put in place one or more key strategies to coordinate their
afterschool programs. In 2014, Providence’s system celebrated its 10th anniversary.
Cities with more advanced systems, like Providence, are now developing strategies to

ensure their work thrives over the long haul. But even for those just starting out, it’s not too
early to begin thinking about sustainability. A new Wallace report, Growing Together,
Learning Together: What Cities Have Discovered About Building Afterschool Systems,
highlights some key considerations that go into sustainability planning.

THE MAYOR IS NOT ENOUGH
There is no substitute for the leadership
of a committed mayor or county executive,
especially in the early stages of getting

first decade, the Providence After School
Alliance has worked with no fewer than

EARNING A SEAT AT THE

five superintendents.

“COLLECTIVE IMPACT” TABLE

Thus, the committed leadership of

Moreover, a number of cities are now

a system off the ground. At the same

a top-level executive such as a mayor

launching “collective impact” initiatives,

time, system builders have learned an

or superintendent is necessary for

rallying an array of civic institutions around a

important lesson: All leaders eventually

successful system building, but it is

common goal. It is important that afterschool

step down. Whether due to term limits

not enough. For a system to survive, all

system builders earn a seat at the table. Not

or other factors, mayors come and go, as

the major players—from city agencies,

only could they make a vital contribution

do important civic figures beyond city

private funders, and schools, to program

to any initiative that involves the education

hall. For school superintendents, the time

providers and the families they serve—

and well-being of young people, they could

in office can be particularly brief: In its

need to “own” the effort.

also participate in a citywide, multisector

22
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partnership to help embed an afterschool system

institutional home. The Nashville After Zone

Betsy Price, SPARC formed its own nonprofit

in the public consciousness and policy agenda.

Alliance (NAZA) started life in 2009 in the

organization so it would endure after Price’s

office of Mayor Karl Dean, the city’s chief

administration ended.

Such is the case in St. Paul, Minnesota, where
Sprockets, the afterschool coordinating entity,

champion of afterschool system building.

works with Generation Next, a public-private

Within a few years, NAZA was facing a

partnership that seeks to close the achievement

dilemma: Because of term limits, Dean would

gap between white students and students

leave office at the end of 2015, and there was no

Sprockets.
departure is justCommunities
one aspect ofand
sustainability

of color from kindergarten through college.

way of knowing whether the next mayor would

planning. Securing reliable funding streams;

Similarly, the Louisville, Kentucky, afterschool

consider afterschool a priority. The solution:

grooming the next generation of initiative

system is a partner in 55,000 Degrees, a

Move the operation out of the mayor’s office and

coordinators, intermediary CEOs, and the

collective impact initiative positioned primarily

into the Nashville Public Library, a stable home

like as the first generation moves on; making

as an economic development project, with a goal

with its own public and private funding sources.

the system story as compelling as possible so

of adding 55,000 post-secondary degrees to the
city by 2020.
MOVING TO A NEW HOME
In some cases, a civic leadership transition
may lead an afterschool system to seek a new

The Fort Worth, Texas, afterschool

AND SO MUCH MORE
Preparing for a supportive
mayor’s
Photo © CommonBond

systems don’t get lost in in a crowded policy

initiative, SPARC (Strengthen after-school

landscape: These are all challenges maturing

Programs through Advocacy, Resources

systems are facing.

and Collaboration), originally resided in Fort

The years ahead will no doubt bring many

Worth’s Parks and Community Services

more insights, as cities across the country

Department. After deliberations led by Mayor

continue to grow and learn together.

Daniel Browne, a staff writer at The Wallace Foundation, is author of Growing Together, Learning Together: What Cities Have
Discovered About Building Afterschool Systems (2015: Wallace Foundation, New York).
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TOOLS YOU CAN USE

PROCARE: How do you manage?
Procare Software powers 27,000+ child care centers and school districts. Its flexible, modular
format simplifies management of child and family information in such business settings as afterschool
programs, early learning centers, and preschools. Additional services include tuition collection, data
hosting, online payments, and online wait lists.
Spend less time at the desk. Spend more time with the children. Procare’s powerful, time-saving
features could help you: Process hundreds of recurring fees in seconds. • Automatically calculate
extra hours and late pickups. • Batch check-in bus runs or specific programs. • Message parents. •
Send statements and year-end summaries. • Track time and attendance. • Track enrollment trends.
Procare has helped hundreds of thousands of early childhood professionals streamline child care
management, administration, record keeping, and automated payment processing at daycare centers
and similar facilities worldwide. Learn how you could benefit from Procare. Visit procaresoftware.com
or call 800.338.3884.

CHARITY FOR CHANGE: Take a minute to inspire
EMPATHY. COMPASSION. SELF-EFFICACY.
All children, regardless of socioeconomic background, deserve to know the feeling of giving and
helping others. Take a minute to remember how you felt the last time you gave time or money to help
someone in need. The Charity for Change Giver Program integrates service learning and character
education into a standards-based math and character education curriculum.
Students are powerfully captivated by the interactive online mascots, while earning money from Charity
for Change that is given to charities the students research and select. Charities demonstrate the impact
the students are making by speaking at the afterschool site.
“The students’ enthusiasm for giving and learning through the Giver Program is palpable,” said
Florida State Representative Kathleen Passidomo. “This Program should be available to every
afterschool program in the country!”

PCS EDVENTURES: LABCards Curricula Series
Looking to bring more variety to your afterschool program? PCS Edventures recently created
a series of curricula perfect for afterschool settings, clubs, and more. Known as LABCards, these
newly developed units cover topics ranging from exciting robotics and programming to 3-D printing,
computer coding, and more. LABCards were designed with the needs of afterschool instructors in
mind, by being extremely granular and easy-to-understand, as well as student-driven.
Each unit of LABCards comes with four distinct levels differentiated by color, and each level
contains five cards full of projects, challenges, and design activities. This unique way of creating
projects for kids in grades 4 through 8 has made it easy for instructors to encourage learner
independence and foster confidence in their students. LABCards also naturally progress from level
to level, which reinforces concepts and skills from early projects throughout later challenges and
activities. To learn more about these exciting new afterschool products, head to edventures.com!
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HEALTH

AND

WELL-BEING

THE IMPORTANCE OF AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAMS TO THE
MOVEMENT TO CONNECT CHILDREN TO THE NATURAL WORLD.

the NATURE-RICH Childhood

E

BY RICHARD LOUV

Experiential learning in natural afterschool settings isn’t a panacea, yet for many children, teenagers,

and even adults can make all the difference.
NAA’s important commitment to connecting children with the rest of nature coincides with growing

interest in using natural areas as learning environments. Emerging research suggests time spent in
natural environments can improve cognitive functioning, stimulate creativity, and improve children’s
health and well-being. Children are more likely to invent their own games in green play spaces than on
flat playgrounds or playing fields. Research also suggests green play spaces suit a wider array of youth
and promote social inclusion, regardless of gender, race, class, or intellectual ability.
In 2010, Oregon State University researchers John H. Falk and Lynn D. Dierking, writing
in American Scientist, made the case that “an ever-growing body of evidence demonstrates that most
science is learned outside of school.” They contend “a major educational advantage enjoyed by the U.S.
relative to the rest of the world” is its out-of-school learning landscape.
My modest suggestions for afterschool professionals:
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1

BE GENEROUS IN YOUR
DEFINITION OF NATURE. It can

5 IN ADDITION TO DIRECTED

LEARNING, encourage independent

be in a schoolyard; the rough edge of

play and exploration. No matter our

a playground where asphalt ends and

age, nature is the greatest playground

vegetation begins. It can be a nearby

in the world.

urban park or on a field trip to wilder
places.

6 TURN RISK ON ITS HEAD. Yes,

environments in even the most urban
neighborhoods.

9 RECOGNIZE YOUR OWN NEED
FOR NATURE. All benefits to

children—from stress reduction to
better physical health—also apply to

there’s risk in outdoor learning and play

adults. Canadian research suggests

areas, and liability restrictions are a

that taking students outside can

Even in a schoolyard, students can

reality. But there’s an even greater risk to

help rejuvenate teachers and their

learn about the life all around them.

children who remain sedentary during

commitment to teaching.

Equip them with binoculars for

most of their days.

2 EXPLORE PARALLEL UNIVERSES.

wildwatching, study insect behavior,
hold scavenger hunts.

7 DON’T TEAR DOWN THAT TREE;

10EVERYONE CAN BE A NATURAL
TEACHER, including educators

BUILD UP THE KID. Most broken

and other afterschool professionals,

bones related to tree climbing occur

as well as parents. The Natural

Educators often equate the outdoor

because the child doesn’t have the

Teachers Network was created by

classroom only with learning about the

strength to hold onto a limb, according

the Children & Nature Network, as

natural world, or about science generally.

to Joe Frost, professor emeritus at the

a way to bring together people who

But the natural learning environment can

University of Texas, Austin, and a

believe natural settings can be great

also help students engage with writing,

leading expert on play and playgrounds.

environments for learning and child

art, history, and much more.

He recommends schools and parents

development.

4 ADOPT AN ALL-WEATHER

work with children to develop upper-

3 WRITE POEMS UNDER THE TREES.

POLICY. In Finland, which is

consistently near the top of the list in
math and science testing (the United

body strength—early.

8 NOT ENOUGH NEARBY

NATURE? “Create” some. Plant a

States is significantly lower), students

school garden, or native plants to help

spend much of the day outdoors—no

bring back butterfly and bird migration

matter how cold the temperature. Youth

routes. This can be a particularly good

who spend more time outdoors may also

afterschool activity for teens and pre-

be more resistant to colds and flu.

teens, who can create more natural

People aren’t separate from nature, although cultural and linguistic limitations may
suggest that to be the case. Even so, the natural world—as we generally perceive it—
offers endless possibilities for learning and play.
To learn more about the research, visit www.childrenandnature.org/. Children &
Nature Network is a nonprofit organization helping to build the international movement
to connect children with the rest of nature. C&NN is currently working to promote
natural school grounds, and is in partnership with the National League of Cities to
increase opportunities for urban children and families to experience the natural world
where they live, learn, and play.

Richard Louv, co-founder and chairman emeritus of C&NN, is the author of The
Nature Principle and Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from NatureDeficit Disorder. Suggestions above are adapted from his new book Vitamin N, to be
published by Algonquin Books in 2016.
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TRUE STORY

WHAT’S
IN YOUR WORKBAG?

C

Concert security once questioned Heidi Ham, NAA Vice President, Programs
and Strategy, about a large glue stick in her bag. How do you explain
this to someone not in the field? Afterschool and Youth Development
Professionals typically have bags or cars full of random supplies—leading
AfterSchool Today to ask three NAA members, “What minds-on or hands-

JOY

SHAWN

DEAL

Well …

STELOW GRIFFIN

I have the ultimate learning and
entertainment tool in my workbag—

Administration is what I do best.
Creative juices can be such a test.

DID YOU KNOW?

on learning activity could be created from what’s in your workbag?”

Shawn Stelow Griffin, Director, Finance +
Impact at Collaborative Communications Group
in Washington, D.C., once took 1,000 middle
and high schoolers to the beach for a couple of
days—and got them all home safely!

my smart phone! In addition, you can
usually find these goodies:

I do hire the most fabulous staff.
So I called upon one, and boy did she laugh.
My purse has now been emptied and cleaned.
This activity was great to make us work as a team.

Post-it notes
Sharpies

MELISSA

Measuring tape

FENTON

(for knitting—always have a project with me)

Business cards
Build language skills by transforming
the workbag into a storytelling bag.

Metro card
Laptop and/or tablet computer

Have students gather in a circle. Invite
the first student to pull an item from the

My colorful canvas bag holds a wallet full
of credit, rewards, and other cards, business
cards, a bag of pens and highlighters, and

So, what to do with them? Give small

a spiral notebook. I also carry a hardcover

about the item, and then pass it to the

journal and a tablet. Invite youth to form

business cards and have a tower-building

next student. Encourage that student to

teams and collaborate using the pens,

contest. Let your aspiring engineers use the

add to the story and pass the object on.

highlighters, notebook paper, and cards to

cards however they’d like—no rules, just

Continue until the story is completed or

create a structure strong enough to hold the

go for the tallest tower possible. Use that

students lose interest.

journal and tablet. Encourage youth to test

measuring tape to determine the winner! It’s

and redesign their structures, as part of the

fun—and teaches some engineering skills—

engineering design process.

Joy Deal, a Program Supervisor at the

but take time to debrief to get the maximum

Statesboro-Bulloch County Parks & Recreation

impact. Ask about the physics of building:

Department in Statesboro, Georgia, has over

Why did your tower stand, and the other did

20 years of experience in afterschool. The

not? Ask about the team’s approach: How

best part? She still gets paid to play!

well did you share ideas? How could you

DID YOU KNOW?

groups of students an equal number of

DID YOU KNOW?

bag, provide a one-sentence story-starter

Melissa Fenton, a Project Coordinator with
Click2Science PD in Lincoln, Nebraska, works
in STEM and loves STEAM. In her spare time,
she creates pottery and art.

have worked more cooperatively?
NOTE: PRIOR TO USING THESE ACTIVITIES OR MAKING UP YOUR OWN, ENSURE THAT WORKBAG ITEMS ARE APPROPRIATE AND SAFE FOR PROGRAM USE.
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